ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISI ALTAR SERVERS SCHEDULE  July 28 - Sept. 14, 2019

Week of July 28 :  17th Sunday.

Sat.   5   P.M.   A. Martin     C. Martin
Sun.   7:30 A.M.  I. Sanariz   J. Sanariz
       9:30       A. McGann  A. Pinto  E. Zisselsberger
       11:30      E. Howell   A. Howell
M-T-W  7:30       S. Guilfoyle  K. Sherman
T=F7:30;S 9       J. Rowe    J. Reviere


Week of August  4  18th Sunday

Sat.   5   PM    S. Hoehn  R. Farrelly
Sun.   7:30 A.M. Z. Agyapong K. Schleter
       9:30       C. Rybczynski  L. Hyleck  B. Messaris
       11:30      M. Latoga  M. Latoga
M-T-W  7:30       O. Okpala  T. Okpala
T=F7:30;S 9       D. Hoffman  E. Zisselsberger

Week of August 11  19th Sunday

Sat.   5   P.M.   A. Martin     C. Martin
Sun.   7:30 A.M.  J. Sanariz   I. Sanariz
       9:30       C. Davies  Myles Smith  J. Rowe
       11:30      A. McGann  A. Pinto
M-T-W  7:30       J. Reviere  D. Hoffman
Wed.   7:30 PM    J. Rowe  A. McGann
Thu    11:30 AM   R. Farrelly  C. Rybczynski
T=F7:30;S 9       E. Howell  A. Howell

Holyday (Feast of the Assumption)

Week of August 18  20th Sunday.

Sat.   5   P.M.   J. Reviere     D. Hoffman
Sun.   7:30 A.M.  Myles Smith   Z. Agyapong
       9:30       L. Hyleck  U & D Nwanegwo
       11:30      O. Okpala  T. Okpala
M-T-W  7:30       C. Rybczynski  J. Rowe
T=F7:30;9   J. Sanariz     I. Sanariz
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Week of August 25, 21st Sunday
Sat 5 P.M. A. Martin C. Martin
Sun. 7:30 AM M. Latoga M. Latoga
 9:30 U & D Nwanegwo C. Davies
 11:30 S. Guilfoyle Z. Agyapong
M-T-W 7:30 A. Howell E. Howell
T-F 7:30 S 9 S. Hoehn R. Farrelly

Week of September 1, 22nd Sunday
Sat 5 P.M. M. Latoga M. Latoga
Sun. 7:30 AM O. Mohney K. Schleter
 9:30 S. Hoehn C. Davies Myles Smith
 11:30 E. Howell A. Howell
Mon. 9 A.M. C. Rybczynski R. Farrelly Labor Day
T-W 7:30 C. Rybczynski R. Farrelly
T-F 7:30 S 9 K. Schleter O. Mohney

Week of September 8, 23rd Sunday
Sat 5 P.M. I. Sanariz J. Sanariz
Sun. 7:30 A.M. E. Zisselsberger J. Rowe
 9:30 L. Hyleck O. Okpala T. Okpala
 11:30 J. Reviere D. Hoffman
M-T-W 7:30 J. Rowe A. Pinto
T-F 7:30 S 9 S. Guilfoyle K. Sherman

THANK YOU FOR YOUR FAITHFUL SERVICE!
Thanks especially to all our parents for your support and encouragement. Please note the August 15th Holyday (Feast of the Assumption) and Monday September 2, Labor Day with special Mass times.

May God Bless You for your care for St. Francis of Assisi.
Father Burke